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Chardonnay 6 Pack - French & Aussie $239 (Value $279) 

There is not a wine producing country in the world without some chardonnay planted.  A few stellar players 
stand out from the rest. Inspirational touchstones include the finest white Burgundy and the more northern 

limits that produce electric, smoky and green apple-crisp Chablis. And then we have the southern hemisphere 
representatives, including our homeland Australia.  Domestic chardonnay has been a progressive and exciting 
style over the last decade. Aussie sun is captured with a flavoursome fruit core, while nuances are interwoven, 
care of clever grape growing and winemaking. Representing France and Australia, we have six of our favourite 
wines that won’t burn a hole in your pocket. Our Australian regions include Tasmania’s Coal Valley, while in 

Victoria we’ve plumped for Macedon and Beechworth. For France, we couldn’t resist a crisp Chablis, partnered 
up with southern stars from Mâcon and a Bourgogne Blanc (from Beaujolais fruit).   

 

2018 Manoir du Carra ‘La Côte’ Bourgogne Chardonnay, France $30 
Domaine Manoir du Carra is a family estate which is run today by Frédéric and Damien, members of the fifth 
generation of the Sambardier family. This is accessible fleshy, white burgundy that is all on the well-judged 
side of generous and rounded. Aromas of ripe, smoky baked golden apple and yellow peach fruit with notes 
of hazelnut. A most friendly glass of wine to pour with a healthy hunk of cheese. 

 

2018 Schmölzer Brown Brunnen Chardonnay, Beechworth, VIC $44 
In a short time, Tessa Brown and Jeremy Schmölzer have carved out a formidable reputation for 
uncompromising quality. This is their fifth vintage working the Brunnen vineyard, the second with full 
organic practices.  Individual and beguiling, perfumed notes of grapefruit and apple skin lift from the 
glass. Lean and striking at first, as it unfolds, there are subtle notes of creamy, luscious stone fruit, all 
enveloped with a precise citrus acidity.  This is engaged, upright and electric.  

 

2018 Pooley Cooinda Chardonnay, Tasmania, TAS $61 
Established in 1985 by Margaret and Denis Pooley the Cooinda Vale Vineyard is one of the most iconic 
plots in the Coal River area. Now in the hands of third generation Pooleys, with award-winning 
winemaker Anna, and her brother Matt as viticulturist. Produced as a single expression from this iconic 
site, this is ornate in style. The palate has a fine flinty texture, with patterns of stone fruit and ginger 
spice, all wrapped together with a touch of vanilla oak and a sustained toasty, mealy finish.  

 

2017 Silent Way Chardonnay, Macedon, VIC $36 
Iconic winemaker Matt Harrop's stints at Grosset, Brokenwood, Nautilus, Shadowfax and now Curly 
Flat showcase a producer with considerable experience both in life and wine. With their symbols of 
birds, snakes, earthworms, love and companionship it’s unsurprising the distinctive labels come from 
among Harrop’s circle of friends.  They’re original artworks by Daniel Wallace, adapted for labels by Mel 
Nightingale. Coloured a mid-gold hue with a green edge, texture and structure are the main performers 
here. Classic hallmarks of white florals, peach and a glimmer of smoky complexity.  
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2017 Pierrick Laroche (Domaine des Hâtes) Chablis AC $48 
Like a much loved, but sadly misplaced odd sock, affordable and delicious Chablis is getting hard to find. 
Domaine des Hâtes may well be this proverbial footwear, missing its thirsty drinking mates. That was 
until Pierrick Laroche stated to work his magic in the vineyard and winery. The wines are now first 
class, showing a heady aroma of white grapefruit, bergamot and nashi pear. Displaying an elegant glossy 
palate, with a chorus of ripe orchard fruit, lively acids and a fine structured finish. 

 

2018 Héritiers du Comte Lafon Mâcon-Milly-Lamartine $58 
Dominique Lafon is without question one of Burgundy’s greatest producers. Not content with only 
managing the family domaine in Meursault, Dominique started a small project in the far south of 
Burgundy, highlighting the quality of the often-maligned village of Mâcon. This wine is precise in its 
intention. Showing a great depth of chalky minerality encased in ripe orchard fruits and high-toned notes 
of white flowers. This is the perfect wine to enjoy with Friday night fish and chips; or something more 
serious. Be mindful though, this bottle won’t see the other end of the evening!  

 

Cheers! 

 

 

 


